
CHARGING BARAK OBAMA AND AMERICA 

IN INTERNATIONAL COURT 

In Dehai on line news of 19 October 2016, it has been reported that eight Eritrean women 

were imprisoned and made sex slaves by the notorious IS in Libya. 

These terrorists know no human dignity and behave like drag addicts. Originally, these 

terrorists were founded by America and were in the payroll of America, to carry out 

America’s strategy in the Middle. After they fulfilled America’s mission, America turned its 

back on them and branded them as terrorists. Thanks to America, they had already 

amassed plenty of weapons of destruction, their head spinned with the idea of 

establishing an Islamic State and added flames to the already burning Middle East which 

they set on fire. 

These extremists were created by America, to carry out its strategy disguised as opposition 

force. America used them as dirty soldiers, to spare the life of its soldiers and to entangle 

the whole of the Middle East in war, to tighten its grip on the whole world and also Israel, 

to deepen its claw on the Middle East:  America’s inception, to get things done through the 

IS extremists. The mission was to create today’s Iraq, Syria, Yemen and many others. 

Going back to the sex enslavement of Eritrean Women by the Terrorists, the shameful 

Barak Obama, who never lived up to his promises, primarily to the Afro-Americans who 

voted him to office and to lesser extent to Africa, is the main responsible person for such 

untold tragedies. This evil man, murdered the great Son of Africa, Moamer Gadaffi. He 

never considers himself as a member of the black people but as white, is the forward man 

of the Bushes and the Clintons. To date, it is still mysterious how this man was chosen to 

received the Noble Peace Price before he even started his job. 

This man told the whole world that he in cooperation with his recruited Agents, inside the 

country, at the borders with Sudan and the sell out Eritreans, in America and Europe, was 

luring young Eritreans to leave their country with the promises of Visas and Asylum Status. 

So, this man is directly responsible for untold suffering of these Eritrean Women in the 

hands of the IS extremists. 

As a result, it is with full conscience and conviction that I demand this man be charged in 

the International Court. If I had the means, I would have done it hundred percent. I urge 

the Government of Eritrea, to charge this person in the International Court, for the 

sufferings America caused to the Eritrean People. America denied our Independence and 

we suffered for forty years and because of this evil country, the Eritrean People are still 

suffering. I know, to charge Barak Obama or America to court is an uphill task. Because, 

this country is the Police of the World. America can kill (it kills its own people-Afro 

Americans every day), she can detain, she can set Killers free, killers like ( Bush, Blair, 

White Police), she can blockade countries, she can order any country and any person of 

that country not to get out or to get in the country. She can order a sit down punishment 

like a child. For America Injustice is Justice, Truth is Fake, Fake is Truth, Killing is Right, Self-

Reliance is Dictatorship. All those who do not follow America’s orders are enemies and 



should be severely punished. The whole world should be under the feet of America. 

America has thousands of Atomic Bombs. Only she can own Atomic Bombs and detonate 

them. She can bomb anyone who strays on its way  

Therefore, like I said charging Barak Obama and the Country America may not be easy. I 

know at the end, we will lose in the court, because, America is the Accused, the Judge and 

the Court. But for the sake of Truth, Eritrean Dignity, Eritrean Pride and Eritrean Self-

confidence, the Eritrean Government should set an example, an example simply to show 

the world of the harassment and distraction this country is causing the world. We know 

we are weak and we are no equal to America’s  Might, but we should not be afraid for 

demanding Right and Justice and that we are part of this World. 
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